In this paper, invariant difference schemes for nonstationary equations under indepen dent variables transformation constructed and investigated. Under invariance of differ ence scheme we mean its ability to preserve basic properties (stability, approximation, convergency, etc.) in various coordinate systems. Difference schemes of the secondorder approximation that satisfy the invariance property are constructed for equations of parabolic type. Stability and convergency investigation of correspondent difference problems are carried out; a priori estimates in various grid norms are obtained.
Introduction
At present together with traditional requirements of similarity, conservativity and complete conservativity for computational methods, a fulfillment of adaptivity property is also required. As a rule, adaptive methods used in computational prac tice are to solve problems in complex irregular domains with moving boundaries (including contact and phase), contact surfaces (shock waves), domains of big gra dients and boundary layers.
In constructing adaptive grids, there are two main directions: stationary and nonstationary problems. In most cases of grid construction for multidimensional stationary problems, a method of coordinate transformation which allows mapping a complex geometric domain into rectangle or square with sides of unit length1-3 is often used. An adaptive grid can be obtained by means of functions of inverse mapping.4,5 An idea of coordinate transformation also has a lot of applications to adaptive methods for evolutionary problems.6,7 However, as a result of problem's nonstationary nature such transformation is realized by means of choosing one of the moving coordinate systems. Typical samples of such transformations are La grange's variables in gas dynamics8,9 and coordinate systems associated with front propagation.10 Very fruitful idea in this direction consists of constructing grids that dynamically adapted to solution.11-17 The use of arbitrary nonstationary coordi nate system permits one to describe a grid node behavior by differential model as a component of mathematical problem. This method is proved to be effective for solution of wide range of problems of mathematical physics such as nonlinear heat conductivity,11,12 nonlinear transfer (Burger's equation), gas dynamics,13 one-and multidimensional Stephan problems. 16, 17 Differential problems written in different coordinate systems are equivalent from the mathematical point of view. It is intrinsic to demand a realization of similar property for difference schemes.
In Refs. 22 and 23, based on the simplest differential equation, an invariant differ ence scheme was introduced that such its basic properties under discrete transforma tions of independent variables were conserved. Some basic principles of construction of difference schemes were also formulated.
The purpose of this paper is to construct invariant difference schemes that also conserve a property of the second-order of precision by space in various coordinate systems. This circumstance has a principal meaning -because in approximating the second-order derivatives by space on ordinary nonuniform grids as a rule one can only achieve the first-order approximation. Here for invariant difference schemes on moving grids, a priori estimates of stability and convergency have been obtained. Construction and investigation of such schemes are based on the results of Ref. 22.
M odel E quation
D efinition 1. A difference scheme is called invariant by some property if it con serves the property in a given class of discrete transformations of independent vari ables.
For example, if we pass from one coordinate system to another, we wish to conserve such properties as approximation, stability, convergence, etc.
On the base of elementary second-order equation
we shall demonstrate how to construct and theoretically investigate such schemes.
On the segment [a, ft], let us introduce an arbitrary nonuniform grid
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The corresponding difference scheme of the second-order of approximation on the grid u>h is20
where щ = /(£,), X i= X i + (hi+1 -/i*)/3, ft, = 0.5(hi + hi+1). Let x = x(q) be a function that twice continuously differentiable and transforms closed segment [0, 1] in [a, 6] such that x(qi) = хг, where qi is a node of the uniform grid whq = {qi = i/N , i = 0, N }, and
4) aq
After the change of variables x = x(q) in Eq. (2.1) we get
For (2.5) one can write the following difference scheme:
{.aVq)q,i = -fiffi) , (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) where <& = х~1{хг), щ = a(qi) = [l/hq ^ фdq\~l = [хдД~1 is defined from the -best" difference scheme, and the following equality holds:
where X i-1/2 = 0.5(хг_1 + хф is the middle of the segment , хг] and фнг -
Let us show that the difference schemes (2.3) and (2.7) are invariant by order of approximation. First we demonstrate that the property (2.6) holds for grid solutions of (2.3) and (2.7). It means fulfillment of equalities yi = yi for any г = 0 ,N от that solutions of the difference schemes (2.3) and (2.7) are the same. Let us show that we can obtain the difference scheme (2.3) from (2.7) by algebraic transformations.
Note that the transformation x = x(q) of coordinate system in accordance with (2.4) and condition x(l) = b can be written in the form
We can assume without loss of generality that c\ = 1. Thus grid transformation is defined as a one-to-one correspondence qt i-» Xi of the form
(2.9)
Jo
Taking into account the obvious equalities
for any discrete function yi we can easily obtain a sequence of difference expressions:
Here qi is a preimage of the point Xi for the correspondence (2.9). Thus any grid function that satisfies the difference scheme (2.3) is a solution of (2.7) and vice versa. Characteristic feature of schemes (2.3) and (2.7) is an equal order of approxi mation for correspondent differential operators. So, each of them is invariant by order of approximation. In addition, we have to assume that x = x(q) is sufficiently smooth function.
As shown in Ref. 20 :
Taking into account that 1 fifth,i = (Ф{я)) 1 |9=9i + 0 (h 2), and {a{ift)uq)q = d/dq(1/ift dil/dq) + 0 (h2) for any function on the grid Qh we obtain
Consistency of Grid Norms
Usually, stability and convergence investigation of difference scheme occurred in space with some grid norm that is an analogue of the correspondent norm in space of functions of continuous argument. 
e shall see that similar consistency of norms takes place in discrete case for the invariant difference scheme (2.7) and (2.8).
Let Hh be a space of grid functions defined on irregular grid u>h-As in Ref. 5 we define the following norms and scalar products:
Now suppose that Hh is a space of grid functions defined on the uniform grid c(7/, . For any grid function v £ Hhq let us define correspondent grid norms with weight function iph given by (2.8):
It is easy to prove that for invariant difference scheme, the consistency of grid norms occurred, i.e.
\\y\\c(Zh) = |||7||c(u;fc,) .
(i>h,y2) = 1Ы1* , (3.1)
Indeed, as a result of invariance and Jacobian approximation (2.8) we get
In the same way, we can prove (3.2). For example, Now we pay our attention to the problem of stability. Let us consider scalar product of (2.7) onto ффу. From Green's first difference formula, the energy identity follows:
Using the Cauchy inequality and embedding (4.1) for scalar product
]\we obtain by means of (4.2) the following energy inequality:
The last estimate conveys the stability of difference scheme by the right side in the grid seminorm Wf{<jJh4) with a weight function а(фф)-Note that a priori estimate for solution of difference problem (2.1) can be obtained because of invariance of difference schemes and grid norms in (4.3). In original coordinate system for (2.3) we get ||з/г]| < (Z/2)||y>||*.
By using embedding18 Ы с <^\Ы \, which holds for any grid function y(x) that defined on arbitrary nonuniform grid Qh such that y(0) = y(l) = 0 we get the following estimate of stability:
Difference Schemes for P arabolic E quations
In rectangular domain Qt = {(ж, t) : a < x < b, 0 < t < T}, let us consider the problem
Assume that the nonuniform grid u>hT =u>hX-uT is defined in Qt -Here uih was introduced in (2.2) and u> T = {tj = jr , j = 0, jo, т = T / j 0}. Let us suppose that x = x(q) is a change of space variables such that nodes of the grid uih turns into nodes of uniform grid QhqAfter substitution of x, for (5.1) we get
where ip = ip(q) is a Jacobian of transformation. It is obvious that
In case of regular change of variables, the last formula coincides with (2. 
In coordinates (q, t) we can associate to the differential Eq. (5.3) a difference scheme that can be obtained from scheme (5.4) by means of algebraic transforma tions. Taking into account the equality (2.9) we obtain Here we should take into account that for operator by space we have (2.10). Since ai = 0 (hq), c*2 = 0 (hq), we obtain where z = у -и, Co = const, h = max, hi.
From invariance of the difference schemes, consistency of the grid norms, and inequalities (5.9) we immediately obtain the corresponding a priori estimates for the solution of the scheme (5.5) defined on the uniform grid TDhq-Moreover, the condition (5.8) on r can be formulated in terms of functions on the net Сои as т > c5h2, C5 = ( 2 c 4 / с ) max* \хдчД. Note that in case of uniform grid hi+1 -hi = Invariant Difference Schemes fo r Parabolic Equations 103 hqXqq = 0, i.e. the restriction on r is eliminated. So the schemes are absolutely stable.
M onotone difference schemes o f second order o f precision
Let us consider an implicit difference scheme that approximate Eq. (5.1) with the second order at point Xi. Moreover, we shall assume fulfillment of the monotone condition and for clearness that for steps of the grid uih we have h,+i > h{. Note that unlike scheme (5.4), derivative by time is approximated by flux. Due to this circumstance it is possible to use the maximum principle to investigate the scheme. Although estimates obtained by means of maximum principle are carried out in more severe constraints on time step r it should be noted that the principle is applicable to problems of arbitrary dimension. From the maximum principle, the following statement18 immediately follows.
Corollary. Suppose that the properties (5.12) are satisfied. Then for the solution of the problem
Let us represent the difference scheme (5.13) in the form (5.11). For the coeffi cients of three-point equation, we get
It is readily seen that positivity of the coefficients (5.15) take place when
From (5.14) it follows that at every time moment
< max{|y^|, |j/f+1|} + r max |<+ = \\yj \\c + т\\<р> \\c ■
l X
Summing over all j = 0,1,..., n, we get 
J=0
The scheme that invariant to (5.13) has the form 
Equation ( To investigate a stability of the scheme (5.21) on the moving grid oJJ h let us use the general theory of stability.18 To do that one has to bring a scheme to the canonical form of two-layered operator difference schemes Proof. Multiplying -(vyx)i by hyt and summing over all the interior nodes of the grid Wh, we get the identity
Since a < c2, we can see that for ||y2] |2 the following inequality holds Thus the requirement of absolute stability on the moving grid uiJ h as well as on the rectangular grid ujhq is fulfilled whenever a > 0.5.
Conclusion
From computational practice point of view, the invariancy requirement allows us to construct difference schemes for differential problems written in different coor dinate systems in such a way that relatively to a given class of transformations of independent variables, important properties such as conservativity, the order of approximation, stability, convergency, etc. are preserved.
